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Chapterr 1

Introductionn and Summary
1.11 Aim
Inn this thesis I study the dual relationship between the individuals that form a
population,, and the environment that such a population occupies. It consists of
twoo parts. The first part is concerned with development and analysis of highly
mechanisticc population dynamical models, in order to unravel how variation in
statee and life-history among individuals affects population dynamical patterns, and
howw such patterns in turn affect individual life-history. In the second part, I study
howw the interplay between individual life-history and population dynamics in one
speciess trickles through to other species in the community, in this case predators
thatt specialize on one specific stage of the life-history of their prey. In this part I
takee a more population-oriented approach than in the first part, which results in the
usee of mathematically simpler models. While the two parts are distinctly different,, especially in the adopted methodology, they do address the same ecological
challenge;; the subtle interactions between the dynamics of a population, and the
life-historyy dynamics of the individuals in the population.

1.22

Introduction

Thee study of population dynamics ultimately revolves around changes in numbers
off individuals through interactions of such individuals with each other and their
environment.. A population is usually defined as a group of individuals of a certainn species that inhabits a given area. Without any specific assumptions about the
propertiess of the individuals involved, important consequences follow from this
definitionn of a population. Because individuals in a population are of the same
species,, they are likely to have similar ecological requirements. Because they use
thee same resources, individuals in a population will have a similar effect on the environmentt that they inhabit. The fact that individuals in a population by definition
livee in the same area implies that they are likely to interact with each other. Such in11
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teractionn can take many forms. In mobile organisms, common interactions include
mating,, fighting, and cannibalism. However, the simplest interaction, that follows
logicallyy from the definition of a population, and that affects mobile and immobilee organisms alike, is exploitation competition. It is essentially the principle that
wheree many have to share, nobody gets much; individuals compete, because they
exploitt the same resource, and by doing so cause this resource to become limiting.. In classical population dynamical models, such as Lotka-Volterra type models,, exploitation competition is generally incorporated as decreased growth of the
competingg population when resources are insufficient (see for example EdelsteinKeshet,, 1988; Begon et al., 1990, or any other population dynamics text book).
However,, this translation from an individual-based process to the population level
iss not accurate. When individuals suffer food shortage, it is in first instance not the
populationn growth that is affected, but the development and physical condition of
thee food-limited individuals (Kooijman, 2000). Only when resource limitation of
individualss leads to a change in mortality or natality does exploitation competition
showw up in the population dynamics as described by simple population models. In
otherr words, the effect of exploitation competition on population dynamics occurs
onlyy via its effects on the life-history of individuals (Caswell et al., 1997). Hence,
too study the effects of exploitation competition on the dynamics of populations, a
modelingg framework is necessary that incorporates to some extent the life-history
off the individuals in the population.

1.33

Life-History

Thee life-history of an individual is the entire collection of processes, events and
statess that make up the life of an individual. It can be seen as one turn of the life
cyclee of a species, as experienced by one specific individual. Different species go
throughh many different types of changes during life-history. Many insect species
undergoo metamorphosis which completely alters the form and function of the organism.. Outside the insect class, such changes are often less abrupt, but no less
spectacular.. In perch (Percafluviatilis), the model organism in part I of this thesis,
individualss generally increase in mass by a factor 10 4 " 5 from birth to full-grown
adulthood.. Growth, although not always as spectacular as in insects or fish, is
presentt in virtually any species, and it is often associated with changes in ecologicall properties and requirements (Peters, 1983; Calder, 1984; Sebens, 1987;
Werner,, 1988). Larger body size is often associated with reduced predation risk
andd increased fecundity. Other traits that commonly vary with body size relate to
feedingg (e.g. attack rate, handling time), and metabolism (e.g. maintenance cost).
Bodyy size is often considered the most important trait of individuals (Werner and
Gilliam,, 1984; Ebenman and Persson, 1988a; De Roos and Persson, 2001; De Roos
ett al., 2003a).
Thee life cycle of individuals varies greatly between species, with birth and
deathh the only concepts that apply invariably to individuals of all species. Among
individualss of the same species, considerable variation can occur both inn the length
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off the time period that separates these two events, and in the development of individuals.. An important characteristic in this respect, which is highly variable
forr many species, is the size-age relation of individuals. If predation risk diminishess with size, fast growth may reduce lifetime predation risk. On the other hand,
aa large body generally requires more energy to maintain. Hence, it may be advantageouss to be small in highly variable environments. Another developmental
featuree that is ubiquitous throughout species in the animal kingdom, is the existencee of a juvenile period. A juvenile period is a certain span of time following
birth,, in which an individual is not yet fertile, and hence can not reproduce. The
exactt timing of maturation often depends on the environmental conditions that an
individuall has encountered over its lifetime. In some species, maturation occurs
att a fixed size, in others maturation occurs when they reach a specific age rather
thann size. Both possibilities offer scope for life-history variation among individualss within species. Growth generally depends on resource intake, and resource
intakee is affected by the environment that individuals encounter during their life.
Hencee when individuals, during their life, encounter different environments, they
developp at a different rate. Differences in size-age relations among individuals are
oftenn a reflection of the different environmental conditions to which these individualss have been exposed. In organisms with maturation at a fixed age, differential
size-agee development leads to size variation at maturation, as individuals that have
experiencedd favorable food conditions may have reached a larger size in the same
timee span. For organisms with maturation at a fixed size, environmental variation
leadss to variation in age at maturation.
Inn the models used in part I of this thesis, properties of individuals explicitly dependd on body size (or mass), and growth and development depend on the resource
availability.. In part II, resource-dependent development is equally important, but
iss present in the models in an implicit way, as density-dependent maturation.
Severall modeling frameworks are available that can, to different extents, deal
withh variation among individuals within a population. One possibility is to use
aa matrix model. This framework was first introduced to population dynamics by
Lesliee (1945, 1948), and later refined by Caswell (1989, 2001). It uses a discrete
stagee distribution to describe the population, and a projection matrix to describe
birth,, death and the transition of individuals between stages. A major drawback of
thiss method is that it handles only single species systems. It can not handle an explicitt resource population. Another possibility is to use delay differential equations
(seee Nisbet, 1997, for references). In a population modeled with delay differentiall equations, there is a certain delay between reproduction and recruitment to the
modeledd population. This delay reflects a stage in the life-history of individuals
inn which they are functionally different from their parents, for example because
theyy are immature. The length of the delay may be fixed, but can also depend on
thee state or density of the population, or on the state of the environment. While
aa delay differential model can handle multiple populations, a drawback is the fact
thatt size- or physiological structure is collapsed into discrete stages. To look at
individuall variation, it is more appropriate to use a framework that incorporates a
continuouss size- or physiological structure.
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Twoo classes of models remain that qualify. They are known as /-state configurationn and /'-state distribution models (Caswell and Meredith John, 1992). ('-State
configurationn models use computer power to simulate systems that are too complexx for mathematical analysis. Individuals are defined in terms of an arbitrary
numberr of relevant variables (such as size, age, sex, etc.), and population dynamicss is obtained by simulating a large collection of interacting individuals. Because
eachh individual is explicitly accounted for, individual variability is an integral part
off this methodology. These models were introduced in ecology by Thompson et al.
(1974),, Diggle (1976), Lomnicki (1978), and DeAngelis et al. (1979), at the time
whenn computers became available in science. The /-state configuration models,
alsoo known as individual-based simulation models (IBSMs), were initially advocatedd as a modern replacement of traditional population dynamical models (Hustonn et al., 1988). Over the years, the approach has proved to be a useful addition
too the tools that ecologists have at their disposal. Since its introduction to ecology,, the use of IBSMs has shifted from use as a theoretical tool to more of a data
analysiss tool, often used to integrate data obtained from experiments or empirical
observationss (Rice et al., 1993; Booth, 1995; Rodd and Reznick, 1997; Schmitz,
2000;; Van Nes et al., 2002). Due to the concrete terms in which these models
aree formulated, they can easily be tailored to model specific situations, which renderss them highly useful tools for ecosystem management and conservation (Barnthouse,, 1992; Liu and Ashton, 1995). There are also problems associated with the
IBSMM approach. Because these models are not formulated in terms of difference
orr differential equations, many of the concepts that are associated with the study of
traditionall population models do not easily apply. How should an equilibrium, or
ann attractor be defined, when there are no equations to calculate them from? What
aboutt stability of equilibria? Such difficulties make it very hard to integrate existingg population dynamical theory with new insights that may be gained through
simulationn models (Grimm, 1999). Other problems of the approach are set out
inn Murdoch et al. (1992), and relate to the complexity of the models, which can
reducee testability and generality of the results.
/-Statee distribution models, developed in Metz and Diekmann (1986), consist
off an /-state model which describes the dynamics at the individual level, and a pstatee concept which represents the population as a frequency distribution over all
possiblee /-states. The full dynamical system consists of the /-state and p-state,
togetherr with a description of the environment. Although the /-state distributionn models involve complex mathematics, they form an appropriate framework
too study the effect of variation, because they involve a continuous size- or physiologicall structure, and an explicit model for the dynamics of the individuals in the
population.. An efficient algorithm to simulate this type of models was developed
byy DeRoos (1989). This method, known as the Escalator Boxcar Train (EBT),
reliess on the assumption that all individuals born at approximately the same time
aree identical, and remain so throughout their lives (although some initial differencess can be incorporated, see Persson et al. (1998,, Appendix II)). This way, the
continuouss distribution of individuals over all possible /-states is discretized in a
numberr of groups of identical individuals, and the properties of each group change
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inn time. The number of such groups varies with the shape of the population distribution.. The elegance of this method lies in the fact that while the population
iss discretized, the potential characteristics of the individuals in the population are
not.. The method has successfully been applied to water fleas, roach and perch (for
recentt reviews see De Roos and Persson 2001 and De Roos et al. 2003a).

1.44 Population Dynamics
Exploitationn competition can affect population dynamics by increasing mortality
ass a result of starvation. Even when food shortage does not lead to starvation
mortality,, it slows down individual growth. This can affect a number of sizedependentt traits that affect survival. For organisms that mature at a fixed size,
exploitationn competition can prolong the duration of the juvenile period. Because
juvenilee individuals do not reproduce, this may also affect population dynamics.
Whenn a range of differently-sized individuals in a population compete for the
samee food, the question arises how competitive ability scales with body size. Perssonn et al. (1998) study the effect of size-scaling of competitive ability on individuall life-history and population dynamics for roach (Rutilus rutilus, an aquatic
fishh species) and its zooplankton resource. They show that size-dependence in foragingg or metabolic properties of individuals tends to induce population dynamical
cycles,, driven by the dominance of a single generation of similar-sized individuals.
Inn this type of population cycle, coined single-generation cycle, a single, large
yearclasss 'monopolizes' the resource, i.e. the individuals in this yearclass reduce
thee resource to such low levels that they barely survive, and effectively stop the developmentt of all less efficient foragers. In the most extreme case, all less efficient
foragerss die of starvation. The growth of individuals in the dominant yearclass
iss severely slowed down due to within-generation exploitation competition. The
periodd of these cycles is generally determined by the mortality in the dominant
yearclass.. The exact type of dynamics that the roach-zooplankton system exhibits
cann be classified by the shape of the size-based critical resource demands (CRD)
functionn (Persson et al., 1998). This function determines the resource density at
whichh individuals of different sizes can acquire just enough energy to cover maintenancee costs, but have no energy left for growth or reproduction. Hence, when
foodd density is above the CRD for an individual of a particular body size it gains
weight,, and when it is below the CRD, the individual loses weight and eventually
runsruns the risk to die of starvation. Persson et al. (1998) show that the most extremee expression of single-generation cycles occur when CRD is a strictly increasingg function of body mass. In this case, the population consists of only a single
yearclasss of consumers, except for a very short time following the production of
aa new generation (figure 1.1). Shortly after reproduction, the newborn generation
reducess the resource density to such low levels that it virtually stops growing (i.e.
resourcee density is close to the CRD for the body mass of the newborn individuals).. All larger individuals in the population are at a competitive disadvantage,
andd swiftly die of starvation. Mortality in the dominant cohort results in increased
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Figuree 1.1: The single-generation cycles (left panel) that the model for roach from
Perssonn et al. (1998) produces when critical resource demand is a strictly increasingg function of body size (right panel). Black lines and triangles: individuals up to
onee year old. Light gray lines and circles: juveniles over one year old. Dark gray
liness and squares: adults. Figure from De Roos et al. (2003a)
resourcee density and hence amelioration of the food shortage, allowing individuals
inn this cohort to grow. Eventually (after four years, in figure 1.1), the remaining
individualss produce a new generation. This generation once more reduces the resource,, the parent generation dies of starvation, and the cycle starts anew. These
cycless are known as recruit-driven cycles. When CRD initially decreases with
bodyy size but at larger size increases, Persson et al. (1998) find single-generation
cycless of a different type. In this case, reproduction takes place each year, and
bothh juveniles and adults are continuously present in the population. The cycle
startss with a large offspring cohort being reproduced by the adults. These newbornss reduce the resource, but not to such an extent that the adults starve. The
followingg year, when the next offspring cohort is born, the now 1-year-old juveniless have attained a weight at which they can survive at lower resource density
thann the neonates, which starve shortly after birth. This fate awaits several offspringg cohorts, until eventually the juveniles mature, and produce a new dominant
generation.. Unlike in the recruit-driven cycles, the adults do not starve to death
afterr spawning, but survive and reproduce in consecutive years. However, the
newbornss produced in these years do not survive to maturity. In the model studied
byy Persson et al. (1998), stable equilibria occur only when the critical resource
demandd is relatively independent of body weight. They do not study the scenario
wheree competitive ability is a strictly decreasing function of body size, de Roos
andd Persson (2003) show that in a similar model with continous reproduction, such
aa competitive advantage of larger individuals leads to long-period cycles of relativelyy small amplitude, in which there is no single generation that dominates the
populationn dynamics.
Single-generationn cycles are a common dynamical pattern in physiologically
structuredd population models (Persson et al., 1998; de Roos and Persson, 2003;
Dee Roos et al., 2003a,b; Murdoch et al., 2003). The pattern is highly robust, and
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occurss in a multitude of different model formulations (de Roos and Persson, 2003;
Murdochh et al., 2003), both for seasonally and continuously reproducing species.
Theyy have recently been identified as the most common type of population dynamicall cycles (Murdoch et al., 2002), and have been found in natural and lab
populationss in roach (De Roos and Persson, 2001), yellow perch (Sanderson et al.,
1999),, flour beetles (Hastings and Constantino, 1987), moths (Briggs et al., 2000),
waterr fleas (Goulden et al., 1982), and yeast (Parulekar et al., 1986; Cazzador,
1991). .

1.55

Environment

Thee dynamical patterns described above are all obtained under the assumption that
eachh individual in the population has an equal chance to encounter each other individuall in the population. In other words, the population is assumed to be well
mixed.mixed. In a more ecological context, it means that the environment as experienced
byy each individual is the environment as created by all individuals in the population.. This assumption allows the population to be described in terms of average individuals,, and hence simplifies the mathematics necessary to describe and analyze
thee population. Classical population dynamical models such as Lotka-Volterra,
Nicholson-Bailey,, and Rosenzweig-MacArthur, as well as the model studied by
Perssonn et al. (1998), which is discussed above, and similar models (discussed in
Dee Roos et al., 2003a) are all examples of models of populations that are consideredd to be well-mixed.
InIn general, individuals can not be expected to interact with or encounter all
otherr individuals in a population with equal probability. A wealth of literature
existss in which models of locally interacting individuals are studied, and the majorityy of these focus on the complex spatial patterns that can emerge as a result of
locall interactions (For references see Dieckmann et al., 2000). Such spatial patternss can have strong effects on population-level dynamics. However, most work
onn spatial pattern formation does not incorporate differences between individuals
(otherr than spatial differences). An exception is size-based competition among
plants,, especially for light or below-ground nutrients Pacala and Silander (1985);
Hustonn and DeAngelis (1987); Weiner et al. (2001). Large plants have a disproportionatelyy large competitive advantage because they can both collect more light
themselves,, and suppress the growth of nearby competitors by shading them. Hustonn and DeAngelis (1987) show that this leads to large differences in size among
plants.. Since then, many authors have shown that systems incorporating a positive
feedbackk such as the competitive asymmetry in plants often lead to a bimodal size
distributionn in the population: a few very large individuals prevent the growth of
aa larger group of small individuals, and dominate population dynamics. Competitionn for light is a special case in this respect, because light is a non-diminishing
resource.. Contrarily to other resources such as food, light never 'runs out'. Competitionn for resources that do diminish can lead to similar size bimodality, but
onlyy when a positive relationship between size and growth rate is assumed explic-
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itly.. A well-known example of such a positive feedback mechanism is cannibalism
(Claessenn et al., 2000; Persson et al., 2003) in perch (Percafluviatilis). Small perch
feedd on zooplankton and benthic macroinvertebrates. Upon attaining a certain size,
theyy start to eat fish, including their own species. Cannibalism contributes to the
growthh and well-being of the cannibal, thereby increasing its reproductive output,
whichh later forms its food source (Claessen, 2002; Persson et al., 2003). It hence
causess an acceleration in the growth of the cannibals, increasing size variability
amongg individuals in the population. However, all knowledge of the consequences
off cannibalism stems from well-mixed models. In a spatially explicit setting, with
locall interactions, it is easy to imagine that cannibals and victims live in different
locations,, and hence cannibals might not have access to victims. The effects of a
spatiall refuge in a structured population has been studied by DeRoos et al. (2002).
Theyy show, in a purely deterministic model, that when individuals choose their
locationn based on its relative profitability, refuges have only limited effect on populationn dynamics. The model they study is purely deterministic. We are interested
inn the effects of stochasticity. In a stochastically varying environment, assessing
thee profitability of a habitat is all but impossible.
Whenn ecological performance of individuals is size-dependent, different environmentall conditions may be favorable for differently sized individuals. Hence, a
heterogeneouss environment offers scope for size diversity among its inhabitants,
becausee it provides favorable habitat for more than one size simultaneously. The
interactionn between an individual and its environment is a two-way process: the
environmentt influences the individual, and vice versa. Individuals that live in
differentt local habitats, experience different conditions, develop differently, and
hencee affect the environment differently. This circular relationship, the fact that
individualss are affected by but at the same time change their local environment, is
centrall to the work presented in chapters 3 and 4.
Severall studies address the question of how individual variability interacts with
populationn dynamics (DeAngelis et al., 1979; Pacala and Silander, 1985; Thompsonn et al., 1974; DeAngelis et al., 1993). Some of these use local interactions
ass a source of differential development among individuals, others explicitly assumee stochastic differences among individuals in for example individual growth
rate.. However, these papers consider the effect of individual variability within a
singlee generation (Tyler and Rose, 1994). While more recent individual based simulationn models do consider long-term population dynamics (Schmitz and Booth,
1997;; Schmitz, 2000; Dong and DeAngelis, 1998), they do not explicitly study the
effectss of individual-level variation on population dynamics. Hence, while individuall variability is considered to be an important factor in population dynamics
(Grimm,, 1999), all knowledge of the interaction between individual variability
andd population dynamics stems from within-generation modeling exercises, and
thee long-term effects are largely unknown. In chapters 3 and 4,1 use local interactionss between individuals and the environment as a potential source of individual
variability.. The degree of mixing of the model populations I study is determined
byy the mobility of individuals that constitute the population.
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1.66 Mobility
Inn chapters 3 and 41 use a model which is highly similar to that studied in Persson
ett al. (1998). The latter provides a limiting case, and starting point to study the
consequencess of local interactions on life-history and population dynamics. To do
thiss I introduce a structured environment which consists of 40 compartments, each
withh its own resource population. These compartments are interlinked in a circular
fashion,, thus forming a discretized one-dimensional space. The size-structured
consumerss reduce the resource only locally.
II assume that movement of consumers is a random probabilistic process which
occurss once per day. Consumers move in a random direction, following a dispersal
kernell similar to a normal distribution. By scaling the width of this kernel, I control
consumerr mobility. When the width is much larger than the size of the environment,, movement of consumers approaches a fully uniform random redistribution.
ReducingReducing the width of the kernel limits the maximum distance that consumers can
'jump'' in one relocation event.
Thee mobility of the consumers is a measure of the degree to which the model
iss well-mixed; when consumers are infinitely mobile, they depress each resource
populationn equally, and their physiological changes are determined by the resource
densityy in each compartment equally. When mobility is reduced, each consumer
spendss more time in a few resource compartments, and less time in most. Consequently,, a feedback loop between consumer and local resource can develop. When,
byy chance, an uneven distribution of consumer numbers and/or sizes over the resourcee compartments occurs, local differences in resource levels develop. This
habitatt heterogeneity can lead to different growth rates for consumers in different
compartments,, which leads to variation among individual consumers.
Ass a model organism I use Eurasian perch Perca fluviatilis, a well-studied
freshwaterr fish species that is common throughout Europe. The parameters I use
aree valid for perch that occur in lakes in central Sweden, and have been used in
previouss modeling work by Claessen et al. (2000), Claessen et al. (2002), DeRoos
ett al. (2002), De Roos and Persson (2002) and Persson et al. (2003). For a large
partt of its life, perch feeds on zooplankton, mainly water fleas (Daphnia spp.).
Thee critical resource demand in perch is a strictly increasing function of body
mass,, and in the well-mixed models studied by Claessen et al. (2000) and DeRoos
ett al. (2002), perch exhibit recruit driven cycles by and large identical to those
shownn for roach in figure 1.1. Because perch mature at a fixed size, they have a
variablee generation time. The generation time, and hence the period of the singlegenerationn cycles, is determined by reduction of the within-generation exploitation
competitionn as a result of mortality in this generation. When juvenile mortality is
increased,, the time to mature decreases. When the length of the juvenile period
crossess a year boundary, individuals can reproduce one year earlier, and hence the
recruit-drivenn cycle shortens by one year. Eventually, the duration of the juvenile
periodd drops below one year, and hence reproduction occurs each year. Eventually,
backgroundd mortality reaches a level where all individuals die before they reach
thee age of one, and the population goes extinct. This pattern of stepwise shortening
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off the cycles is found for roach by Persson et al. (1998),, and for perch by DeRoos
ett al. (2002). Our spatial model, at very high consumer mobility, exhibits this same
pattern,, which confirms that it corresponds to its non-spatial analogue. Based on
thiss finding, I conclude that the model results obtained at lower mobility can be
attributedd to the consequences of individual life-history variation induced by local
interactionss in combination with the stochasticity in the consumer movement.
Bothh the population dynamics and the life-history of individuals are surprisinglyy robust to reduced mobility. At limited mobility, when individuals move on
averagee 2.7 compartments per movement event, with a maximum of 10 compartments,, the recruit driven cycles that are present in the well-mixed model are unchanged.. Reproduction occurs in large pulses of newborns that outcompete all
otherr individuals and these dominant generations consist of highly similar individuals.. When cycle length is considered in relation to mortality of juvenile individuals,, I find the same pattern of stepwise shortening of the cycle with increased
mortality,, and eventually extinction of the consumer population.
Onlyy at strongly reduced consumer mobility, when consumers can move only
too adjacent compartments, and do so in only one out of three occasions, does the
dynamicss of the system change significantly. The clear relation between juvenile
mortalityy and cycle length disappears. At low mortality, the dynamics of the systemtem appearr to be highly stochastic and aperiodic, but at higher mortality, the cycles
withh period 3 years and less remain largely intact. Upon closer inspection, two generall modes can be distinguished in the noisy dynamics at low mortality. Epochs of
cyclicc dynamics alternate with periods where dynamics are dominated by irregular,, relatively small-amplitude fluctuations. The cyclic dynamics are highly similar
too the single-generation cycles that occur at higher consumer mobility. The period
off these cycles is often fixed within one such epoch, but varies between epochs.
Thesee epochs are separated by periods of noisy dynamics, without a clear periodic
component.. In these regions reproduction occurs practically each year. There is
noo single yearclass that is large enough to monopolize the resource, which is reflectedflected in the small resource fluctuations. Eventually, a large pulse of newborns is
produced,, which strongly depresses the resource. This causes starvation of many,
butt not all, larger -and hence competitively inferior- consumers in the population.. The low mobility ensures that some larger consumers get lucky - they end
upp in resource compartments without newborns, and can sit out the resource depressionn they cause. On the individual level, the effects of local interactions are
veryy clear. Both within and between generations, individuals follow highly diversee life-history trajectories, and a wide range of differently sized individuals is
presentt in the population, with no clear similarity between individuals of the same
age.. Despite the obviously strong influence of stochasticity, and the breakdown
off the single-generation cycles, the mechanism that causes these cycles still operates.. Large offspring cohorts strongly depress the resource, cause starvation of
largerr individuals, and prevent or hamper reproduction in the years following their
birth.. At low mortality, where I expect single-generation cycles with long periods,
thee life-history synchrony that is necessary for single-generation cycles quickly
breakss down before a new dominant cohort can be produced, and hence the cycles
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cann not persist. However, because small individuals can grow faster than larger
conspecifics,, convergence in terms of body size occurs. Eventually, this results
inn a large number of adults in the population, which can produce a newborn cohortt large enough to monopolize the resource globally, temporarily reinstating the
single-generationn cycles.
Att higher mortality, dominant cohort reproduction pulses follow each other
inn quicker succession, and hence there is less time for stochasticity to interfere
withh the life-history synchrony. The population dynamics appears highly similarr to what is found at higher consumer mobility. Periodically, a large pulse of
offspringg strongly reduces the resource density, causing starvation in the adults
thatt are present. Although some of the adults survive, they are in a bad physical
condition.. On some occasions, a small pulse of newborns is produced in offbeatt years, but these are too small to affect the resource density. On the individual
levell however, significant diversity in life-histories exists. Individuals in the strong
yearclassess are initially highly similar, and grow slowly due to competition within
thee yearclass, but as growth speeds up, life-history diversity develops, and adult
sizess span a wide range. In this dynamical regime, the global population dynamics
aree largely similar to that of a well-mixed model, despite significant life-history
variabilityy in the consumer population. However large the life-history variation is,
itt is not large enough to interfere with the global single-generation cycles.
Thiss exercise clearly shows the importance of studying deterministic simplificationss of natural systems. The thorough understanding of similar but deterministicc systems (Persson et al., 1998) allows us to fully understand the complex dynamicss exhibited by our model at strongly limited mobility. On a short timescale,
thesee dynamics can be explained using the same mechanisms of intra- and intergenerationn competition that Persson et al. (1998) discuss. On a longer timescale, a
neww phenomenon appears at low juvenile mortality, which is fully explained by the
combinationn of the underlying deterministic model and the stochasticity added by
thee local interactions. The high degree of robustness of the mechanism that generatess single-generation cycles contradicts our a priori expectation that stochasticity
wouldd strongly weaken the size-based competition and lead to the disappearance
off single-generation cycles.
Ann analysis of data from many different systems has shown that single-generation
cycless are the most common type of population dynamical cycles in natural populationss (Murdoch et al., 2002). The robustness of single generation cycles to
internallyy generated stochasticity may be one of the factors that contribute to its
abundanceabundance in natural populations.

1.77

Gregariousness

Inn chapter 3, it is assumed that the only source of inhomogeneity in the consumerresourcee interaction originates from the spatial structure in the environment. However,, many animal species live in groups, in which case the consumer itself introducess a certain degree of inhomogeneity to the environment. In chapter 4,1 study
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thee effects of such gregariousness (the tendency to form schools) of the consumer,
usingg the model that I developed in chapter 3.
Groupp living has been documented for many animal species, ranging from
killerr whales (Baird and Dill, 1996) to many bird species (Kenward, 1978; Caraco,
1979a).. A large number of hypotheses have been put forward to explain group
living.. Among others, increased vigilance, foraging efficiency, mate search, can
alll increase the fitness of group-living individuals (for extensive references see
Roberts,, 1996; Krause and Ruxton, 2002). Another potentially beneficial effect
off group living is risk dilution. If a certain number of individuals in a group is
caughtt by predators per unit time, the chance to get caught per individual decreasess with group size (Roberts, 1996; Bednekoff and Lima, 1998). Risk dilution
iss different from other beneficial group living effects in that it is an implicit statisticall effect, whereas the other potential benefits of group living involve explicit
behaviorall features that become more efficient in a group. Group living, or aggregation,, implies that the local environment of individuals in the group is relatively
crowded.. For organisms that deplete their resource, group living could lead to locall competition that is stronger than what may be expected on the basis of global
populationn characteristics. Aggregation introduces a new level of organization,
thee group, which is intermediate between the individual level and the population
level.. In the context of local interactions, group living can be imagined to affect
bothh life-history and population dynamics. Consider the limiting case where the
totall population consists of one big aggregated group that lives in a single resource
compartment.. Such a situation will lead to food shortage despite the fact that amplee food may be present in other locations. Individuals in such a group will suffer
slowerr growth and possibly starvation mortality then would the same number of
individualss distributed evenly over the entire environment. The assumption that
individualss from one group experience the same local environment may also influencee the life-history variability in the population, since individuals that experience
thee same environment will in general develop at the same rate.
Inn chapter 4,1 address these issues. The starting point of this study is the model
developedd in chapter 3 and summarized above, at strongly limited mobility. Each
newbornn yearclass is divided into a number of independent schools of equal size
andd I study the effect of varying this number of 'schools per yearclass', which I use
ass a measure of gregariousness. High gregariousness means that individuals tend
too concentrate in a few schools, while the limit of low gregariousness is obviously
noo schooling at all.
Sincee widiin schools all individuals are equal, I expect, at high gregariousness,
life-historyy of individuals to be relatively synchronized, resulting in population
dynamicss similar to those of the well-mixed models such as studied in Persson
ett al. (1998). I expect that reduced gregariousness will lead to more variability in
individuall life-history, local heterogeneity, and relatively stable global dynamics,
becausee the homogenizing effect of large schools is diminished at low gregariousness. .
Contraryy to these expectations, at low gregariousness our model produces singlee generation cycles, identical to those found in non-spatial models (Persson et al.,
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1998;; de Roos and Persson, 2003), or at high mobility in chapter 3. All individualss in the population have identical life-history trajectories, independent of their
locationn or the group that they are part of. When gregariousness is increased, the
effectt of stochasticity becomes noticeable. At intermediate gregariousness, populationn dynamics is still dominated by single-generation dynamics. However, the
periodd of the cycles frequently changes, and occasionally the cycles seem to break
downn altogether, leading to a period of noisy dynamics in which a high degree of
life-historyy variability develops between generations. Within generations, individualss are still relatively synchronized. When gregariousness is increased further,
thee cycles eventually disappear altogether. Reproduction occurs each year, and the
numberr of individuals in the newborn cohort is highly variable. Individual lifehistoryy is highly variable both within and between yearclasses, and the population
continuouslyy consists of a wide range of differently-sized consumers. The effects
off stochasticity are reflected in the local resource dynamics; large variation exists
betweenn resource compartments.
Thesee results are diagonally opposed to our a priori expectations. This discrepancyy between expectation and results is twofold. First, our model implicitly
introducess a relation between gregariousness and the level of mixing of the consumerr population. While for an individual consumer, the chance that it moves is
independentt of the number of groups in the population, the total number of movingg groups per day increases linearly with the number of groups the population
consistss of. There is a clear correspondence between the number of groups in the
populationn and the level of gregariousness. Hence population mixing and gregariousnesss are not independent.
Anotherr factor which is important for the appearance of the single-generation
cycless is the reproduction process I use, which takes place on a global scale, in
otherr words the initial location of newborns is unrelated to the location of the
parents.. Each newborn group is assigned a random initial location. At low gregariousness,, when there are many schools to distribute, this process dampens relative
locall differences between resource compartments and promotes global homogeneity.. There are two reasons why local reproduction is not used. First, perch, and
manyy other fish species, release massive amounts of eggs, which are abandoned
shortlyy after spawning. Second, local production in spatially explicit models generallyy lead to spatial pattern formation. Spatial patterns would greatly complicate
thee mechanisms leading to the dynamics of the model, clouding the effect of gregariousnesss on individual variability and the (single-generation cycle) dynamics
whichh is the focus of this study.
Whilee the details of the reproduction process vary from species to species, the
implicitt coupling between the level of gregariousness and the level of mixing is a
generall feature of the type of model that I use. I hence expect this relation to occur
potentiallyy for a wide range of group-living species.
Inn the literature, a discussion about the optimality of group sizes observed in
naturee has been going on for a few decades (Caraco 1979b; Sibly 1983; Giraldeau
andd Gillis 1985, and see for more references Roberts 1996; Krause and Ruxton
2002).. The results presented in chapter 4 add an important perspective to this
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discussion.. Unless individuals are highly gregarious, our results suggest that the
syncronizationn of population dynamics and the resulting globally homogeneous
environmentt may leave very little room for active choice of group size by individuals. .

1.88 Stage-specific Predation
Mostt natural populations are not completely isolated. While they may exist in
closedd systems in terms of immigration and emigration, the processes that occur
inn such a population may affect many other populations in the community and
ecosystem.. Consider an invertebrate predator that feeds on the same zooplankton
resourcee as the perch from part I of this thesis. As a result of the single-generation
cycles,, which are generated by the interaction between the size-structured consumer,, perch, and the zooplankton population, such an invertebrate predator is
confrontedd with a resource population that fluctuates strongly in time. The populationn dynamics of a predator that feeds on a specific size range of perch may be
equallyy constrained by the cyclic dynamics of perch, because such a size range is
presentt only during a part of the single-generation cycle. In the hypothetical exampless above, I assume that the competing consumer or the top predator respectively
havee no impact on die interaction between perch and zooplankton. However, sizeselectivee predation on perch may have important consequences for the dynamics
off the system, because die length of die single-generation cycles is determined by
thee mortality of immature perch.
Partt II of this diesis focuses on the general population dynamical implications
off predation on specific life-stages of a prey population. In chapter 5, I study a
modell of a predator feeding on adults of a prey mat consists of two stages, juveniles
andd adults. In chapter 6, a second predator is added, which specializes on the other
life-stagee of the prey. I focus on me interaction between these two competing
predatorss through die prey life-history. The models that are used in chapters 5
andd 6 are loosely based on consumers like perch, which have resource-limited
development.. The life-history of the prey population I use is collapsed into two
stages,, witii density-dependent maturation from die juvenile to the mature stage.
Withinn stages, all individuals are identical. Life-history of the predators is not
incorporatedd at all. Hence, diese models are to some extent caricatures of those
usedused in chapters 3 and 4. The difference in model formulation reflects the different
objectivess of parts I and II. The systems in part II contain in a simplified form,
somee of the consequences of the individual-level interactions tiiat are studied in
detaill in part I. In chapters 5 and 6 diese consequences, in particular the effects
off resource-dependent individual development, are used as a background against
whichh to study population-level interactions among species. The models mat are
usedd in diese chapters are obviously oversimplifications, but the loss in terms of
realismm and testability is gained in generality. While complex models such as mose
usedd in chapters 3 and 4 allow us to unravel complex mechanisms in detail, much
simplerr models employed in II can be used to develop general ideas about the
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consequencess of certain ecological characteristics of organisms, communitiess and
ecosystems. .
Food-dependentt growth of prey individuals is incorporated in the models as
density-dependentt maturation. At low juvenile density, there is ample food for all
individuals,, and hence maturation to the adult stage is limited only by physiologicall constraints. In this case, an increase in juvenile density leads to an increase
inn maturation. At a certain juvenile density, resource limitation begins to act, and
thee increase of maturation with juvenile density slows down. Because within the
juvenilee stage, equal sharing of the available resources is assumed, development
off all juvenile individuals is equally slowed. The slowed development leads to
aa longer exposure to juvenile mortality. This results in overcompensation in the
maturationn function. Above a certain threshold density, maturation decreases with
density.. Eventually increased density leads to a juvenile period that is so long that
itt becomes longer than a juvenile's life expectancy. This results in a threshold densityy above which no maturation occurs at all, because the probability to survive
untill maturation becomes zero. In chapter 5 I study the interaction beween such
aa maturation-regulated population and a predator that feeds on the adult stage of
thiss population. The overcompensation in the prey maturation function results in
positivee density-dependence in the predator at low predator density. When predatorss are absent, the majority of the prey population consists of juvenile individuals.
Thee equilibrium density of each stage is determined by the maturation regulation
off the juvenile individuals. When predators are present in significant density, they
drasticallyy change the prey equilibrium stage distribution. They consume adults,
whichh leads to reduced reproduction, which in turn leads to lower juvenile density
andd hence faster maturation. The shorter life-expectancy of adults is more than
madee up for by the increased maturation as a result of decreased reproduction. In
otherr words, by eating, predators increase the availability of their own food. To
inducee the shift in the prey population, predators must be present in significant
density.. There is a critical density below which the predator loses 'control' over
thee prey stage distribution and can not sustain itself. Such positive density dependencee at low population density and the resulting density threshold are known as
ann Allee effect. The Allee effect is usually associated with, among other mechanisms,, an inability to find mates at low population density, increased predation
riskrisk due to failing social behavior, or reduced foraging efficiency in group-hunting
predatorss (see Courchamp et al., 1999; Stephens and Sutherland, 1999; Moller and
Legendre,, 2001; Boukal and Berec, 2002, for more examples). The emergence
off an Allee effect in a top predator on a stage- or size-structured prey population
withh resource-dependent development was first reported by De Roos and Persson
(2002).. They show that it occurs in perch that selectively forage on small individualss of roach. The phenomenon is not limited to top predators feeding on small
juveniles.. De Roos et al. (2003b) show that when the prey population is food- or
development-regulated,, it can occur for a predator that feeds on any prey stage,
ass long as its diet does not include the stage that regulates the prey population.
Thee Allee effect is generally associated with the risk of a 'catastrophic collapse',
aa sudden and unexpected reduction in population density. Such a catastrophic
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collapsee can come about in two different ways. The most straightforward occurs
whenn the population density of the predator is pushed below its critical density,
intoo the region where it has a negative population growth rate. If this happens,
thee predator density will in principle decline further, until it either goes extinct or
reachess another equilibrium at positive density. The risk that the predator populationn density is 'pushed over the edge' depends on the nearness of the threshold
densityy relative to the equilibrium density of the population. The closer the two
aree in terms of population density, the larger the chance that a random perturbationn away from equilibrium pushes the system over the threshold density. The
exactt densities at which the equilibrium and the threshold value are located dependd on the characteristics of the environment and the organisms involved. As a
rule,, a population's equilibrium density decreases when the environment becomes
lesss favorable, while the minimum threshold density increases. Eventually, the
equilibriumm and threshold densities may coincide at the same density. Bifurcationn theory dictates that when this occurs, both the equilibrium and the threshold
valuee cease to exist (Kuznetsov, 1998). When the environment deteriorates to such
ann extent that the threshold and the equilibrium disappear, a catastrophic collapse
occurs.. The population density rapidly changes to another equilibrium, which is
oftenn the extinct state. This is the second mechanism by which positive density
dependencee at low population density introduces the possibility of a catastrophic
collapse.. Hence, a catastrophic collapse results either from changes in the propertiess of the environment or the involved organisms, or from random fluctuations
awayy from the population dynamical equilibrium. Once the system attains a new
equilibriumm state, it will not automatically return to the original equilibrium. Eitherr a large perturbation from the new equilibrium state or a drastic change in the
environmentt (or both) are necessary to return to the original equilibrium.
II find that a pure Allee effect, i.e. bistability between a positive and extinctt state, is only one of the possible consequences of specialized feeding on a
development-regulatedd prey population. It can also lead to bistability between alternativee states in which both predator and prey are present. One of these equilibria
iss generated through the autocatalytic effect of the predator above a certain thresholdd density, in the other equilibrium the predator is present af very low density and
doess not affect the prey density or distribution. In this equilibrium, the system is
clearlyy subject to 'bottom-up' regulation, while in the high predator density equilibrium,, the predator really 'abuses' the prey life-history, leading to 'top-down'
control.. Bistability in purely exploitative food chain models has not been found
previouslyy without explicit assumptions about positive feedback mechanisms. I
showw that the emergent Allee effect occurs under fairly broad range of ecological
conditions,, but especially for prey species with relatively low mortality in the juvenilee stage. Bistability between alternative stable states with predators present in
bothh states occurs in particular when the prey population has a high fecundity.
Thee possible presence of emergent Allee effects in an ecosystem is an importantt consideration in relation to conservation of biodiversity. Unstructured
predator-preyy models suggest a gradual shift in predator equilibrium density as
thee environment changes. Our results show that even small disturbances in the
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environmentt can cause sudden extinction of species, that can only be anticipated
inn models when enough detail about the life-history of the species is considered.
Thesee results are highly relevant to nature conservation and management. Many
topp predators of size-structured prey may suffer a catastrophic collapse in response
too an increased mortality rate. Such increased mortality may come about through
hunting,, fishing or other human disturbances. A numerical perturbation analysis of
thee top-predator (chapter 5) shows that all equilibria are highly robust to instantaneouss perturbations of the predator density. This robustness is a result of the large
changee in the prey stage distribution that co-occurs with the loss or addition of the
topp predator to the system. It may seem good news, as even large perturbations of
thee predator equilibrium density will not cause extinction. Unfortunately, most humann disturbances are long-term, and hence should be considered as environmental
changess rather than instantaneous changes in population density. Moreover, the
knifee cuts both ways. Once the predator is lost from the system, it is all but impossiblee to reintroduce it by instantaneous release. An option to facilitate successful
reintroductionn may be to artificially induce the necessary shift in the prey populationn by hunting or trapping prior to introduction of the predator. In systems where
ann emergent Allee effect is suspected, such a counterintuitive measure might be
thee only way to successfully reintroduce a top predator.

1.99

Coexistence of Specialist Predators

Ass stated above, an emergent Allee effect can not occur for top predators that
specializee on the stage of the prey population in which the food- or development
regulationn of the prey population occurs (De Roos et al., 2003b). Such a predator
alwayss decreases the prey density in the stage that it feeds on. This decrease can
howeverr lead to increased prey density in other stages through released competitionn and consequent faster development (De Roos et al., 2003a). This raises the
questionn how two predators that each feed on different stages of the same prey
populationn interact. In particular, could it be possible that one predator, through
thee shifts it induces in the prey population distribution, facilitate the persistence
off its competitor? This interaction between two competing specialist predators is
thee focus of chapter 6. I use the same model formulation as in chapter 5, with the
additionn of a second predator that feeds on the juvenile prey stage. The predator
thatt specializes on juvenile prey indeed increases the equilibrium density of the
adultt prey stage. Over a broad range of parameter values for both the predator
andd the prey involved, this leads to a spectacular increase in the range of ecologicall conditions at which the adult-specific predator can persist. In some situations,
thee presence of the facilitator leads to a more than 5-fold increase in the maximumm mortality rate that the adult-specific predator can sustain. The relation is
farr from mutualistic, the juvenile-specific predator can always exist in absence of
thee adult-specific predator, and its density is always reduced by the addition of its
competitor.. This phenomenon is henceforth referred to as emergent facilitation,
becausee the positive effect of one predator on the other is not explicitly assumed,
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butt rather emerges as a consequence of the resource-dependent development of the
prey. .
Emergentt facilitation by the juvenile-specific predator can alleviate the risk
off the catastrophic collapse of the adult-specific predator, which is considered in
chapterr 5. The juvenile-specific predator can act as a 'helper species' in this respect.. By increasing the food availability of the adult-specific predator, the facilitatorr helps it to overcome the density threshold which it must reach to persist in
thee system.
Facilitationn among predators is usually considered to occur through trait-mediatedd effects, where one predator induces a change in the state or behavior of
thee prey, which makes in more vulnerable to the other predator (Sih et al., 1998;
Wernerr and Peacor, 2003). Our results show that facilitation can also emerge
throughh population dynamical feedback, without explicit assumptions about positivee effects among predators.
Basedd on the wide range of parameter values at which emergent facilitation
occurss and the fact that the great majority of species suffer predation from more
thann one enemy (Schoener, 1989; Polis, 1991), it may play a role in many different
naturall systems.
Voneshh and Osenberg (2003) studied the impact of two stage-specific predatorss on a shared prey, the African tree frog Hyperolius spinigularis. One predator
feedss on the egg stage, the other on the larval stage of the prey. They found that
thee reduced recruitment into the larval stage due to egg predation caused a strong
reductionn in the efficiency of the larval predator. This reduced efficiency appeared
too be at least in part due to the released competition among the remaining larvae.. This resulted in faster growth of the remaining larvae through the predation
windoww of the larval predator. The tree frogs appear to exhibit density-limited development,, and hence emergent facilitation among the two stage-specific predators
couldd in principle occur. Long-term experiments would be necessary to establish
iff emergent facilitation really takes place, but a first indication might be found in
thee growth rate of the egg predator. If facilitation indeed occurs, the egg predator
shouldd be unable to persist in absence of the larval predator. Due to strong competitionn in the larval stage, very few individuals would reach the adult stage, leading
inn turn to production of too few eggs to sustain the egg predator. The larval predatorr in this scenario would act like a plumber that removes the clogging from the
system'ss bottleneck, the larval stage.
Coexistencee among ecologically similar species has been a hot topic in ecologyy ever since Gause (1934) formulated the competitive exclusion principle. Many
differentt mechanisms have been put forward to explain the high species diversity
thatt is often found in natural systems, in spite of the limited number of resources
availablee (Hutchinson, 1961; Chesson, 1986). Extrinsically driven environmental
variation,, (Hutchinson, 1961; Levins, 1979; Chesson, 1986, 2000b), intrinsically
drivenn non equilibrium dynamics (Armstrong and McGehee, 1980) and spatial aggregationn (Atkinson and Shorrocks, 1981; Chesson, 1991, 2000a) can all lead to
coexistence.. The bulk of literature on interspecific competition deals with interactionss between species, and hence the indirect interaction of competitors through
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thee life-history of a shared prey has received little attention. Our results add a
neww perspective to the discussion about coexistence of similar competitors. I show
thatt within-species processes such as density-dependent development can lead to
counterintuitivee positive interactions at the community level.
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